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1. Consider the sequential search algorithm given below. The algorithm searches for a key x in
the array S of length n. It outputs the location of x in S. It outputs 0 if x is not in S.

location = 1;
while (location <= n & S[location] != x)

location++;
if (location > n)

location = 0;
return location;

We want to analyze this algorithm for time taken to solve a problem of size n. Clearly
identify the best and worst case scenarios for this algorithm. Analyze this algorithm for three
scenarios: best case, worst case and average case. Perform your computations rigorously. No
short cuts, please!

Hint: For the average case, enumerate all the possible cases. For each case, identify the time
taken by the algorithm. Add the time taken by all the cases and divide by the number of
cases to obtain the average time complexity for the algorithm.

2. Write down the algorithm for Bubble Sort compactly in pseudo-code. What are the best case,
worst case and average case scenarios for the sorting algorithm? Theoretically analyze the
algorithm for these cases.

Write a program in a language of your choice to implement bubble sort.

Generate 0, · · · , 1, 000, 000 random numbers, in some steps. For example, if 1000 is the step
you choose, you will generate number sequences of length 0, 1000, 2000, 3000, .... . If this
generates too many sequences with 1000 as the step, change the step to 5000 or 10,000 or
something that works for you. Let each number you generate be between 1 and 1, 000, 000.
Sort the sequence. Generate the number sequences to fit the cases you are testing.

Keep track of the amount of time spent during the execution of your program as you change
the length of the sequences you sort. Otherwise, you can keep track of the number of times
(salient) operations are performed by your program. In other words, you will have to designate
some operations performed by your program as salient for analysis purposes and keep track
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of how many times these operations are performed by your program in total while sorting a
sequence.

You need to compare how the theoretical analysis compares with the time taken in practice
by this sorting algorithm in the three scenarios: best case, worst case, and average case. To
do this, draw graphs for the three cases based on your experiments. On X-axis, you will have
the size of the problem and on Y-axis, you will have the time taken for sorting. Scale the
graphs appropriately so everything fits nicely on your graphing sheet.

Clearly label your graphs. Use graphing sheets or a computer graphing tool. Don’t graph by
hand! How do your experimental results compare with the theoretical results discussed in
class? You must show this in terms of the graphs you obtain from experiments.

You do not need to hand in soft copies of your program. Hard copies, graphs, and written
answers to questions are su!cient. I will ask you to demo if I have doubts about your results.

3. Solve the following recurrence relations using any method you like. Assume that T (n) is a
constant for n ! 2.

(a) T (n) = 2T
!n
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(b) T (n) =
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(c) T (n) = 2T
!n
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(d) T (n) = 3T (n/2) + n logn
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